Unmanned aircraft systems—commonly known as drones—have changed the landscape of public and private life. The many uses for drones include law enforcement surveillance, wildlife tracking, disaster response and recreation. For this reason, state governments have considered a diverse spread of policies aimed at defining, regulating and, in some cases, prohibiting the use of unmanned aircraft systems, or UAS, since 2013. Bills defining drones and establishing rules for their use are highly variable at the state level.

Federal Regulation

The Federal Aviation Administration, or FAA, loosely regulates drones at the federal level. Pursuant to the regulatory standards established by the FAA, drones used for recreational purposes must be registered and labeled with a registration number if the device is between .55 and 55 pounds. The FAA requires recreational users to be at least 13 years old and restricts drone usage to U.S. citizens and legal permanent residents. For work and business use, the FAA requires individuals to be at least 16 years old and have passed an FAA-approved aeronautical test. The agency also requires drone operators to have been vetted by the Transportation Security Administration, or TSA, before using the devices for business. Additionally, for both recreational and business use, drone operators are further limited by the following operating rules:

- Must keep the aircraft in sight (visual line of sight)
- Must fly under 400 feet
- Must fly during the day
- Must fly at or below 100 mph
- Must yield right of way to manned aircraft
- Must not fly over people
- Must not fly from a moving vehicle

State Legislation

Currently, 36 states have passed laws defining, limiting the use of, or authorizing research related to the development of drone technology.

State legislation often seeks to define and restrict drone usage in a variety of applications. For the purposes of this overview, the different types of drone legislation are being categorized into five broad categories. Below is a short description of the type of drone legislation being passed across the states by category with an accompanying example:
Category A: Legislation defines what a drone is and/or rules for owning one

A drone is, “An aircraft that is operated without direct human intervention from on or within the aircraft. The term does not include satellites.” (Montana, SB 196)

Category B: Legislation defines how drones can be used by law enforcement, state and local personnel

“A law enforcement agency may not use a drone to gather evidence or other information. This act does not prohibit the use of a drone to counter a high risk of a terrorist attack by a specific individual or organization if the United States Secretary of Homeland Security determines that credible intelligence indicates that there is such a risk.” (Florida SB 92)

Category C: Legislation defines how drones can be used by the general public (including crime and punishment for misuse)

“An individual who is required to register as a sex offender under the sex offenders registration act ... shall not operate an unmanned aerial system to knowingly and intentionally follow, contact, or capture images of another individual, if the individual’s sentence in a criminal case would prohibit the individual from following, contacting, or capturing the image of the other individual.” (Michigan, SB 992).

Category D: Legislation defines regulations for their use in hunting (including crime and punishment for misuse)

“No person shall use a drone or UAS with the intent to conduct video surveillance of private citizens who are lawfully hunting, fishing, or trapping without obtaining the written consent of the persons being surveilled prior to conducting the surveillance.” (New Hampshire, SB 222)

Category E: Legislation mandates—and possibly appropriates funds for—drone testing, monitoring, research and/or for drone operation training programs

In 2016, Tennessee amended its previous UAS legislation to clarify that it is permissible for a person to operate a drone “for purposes of professional or scholarly research and development by a person acting on behalf of a public or private institution of higher education.” (Tennessee, HB 2376)
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